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ABSTRACT 

Performance of English in KCPE examination by Deaf learners showed a trend of low scores 

as compared to their hearing counterparts in Nakuru Region. For four consecutive years; 

2010, 2011, 2012 & 2013 English mean scores by Deaf learners in Nakuru Region were: 

29.74, 31.41, 29.58, & 30.27 while Regular school learners English mean scores were: 48.74, 

47.89, 47.87& 56.24 respectively. A number of studies done looked at effect of language of 

instruction and age of onset of hearing loss as variables, yet none considered Impact of KSL 

on written English grammar. The purpose of this study was to analyse Impact of KSL on 

written English grammar among Deaf learners in Upper Primary classes in Nakuru Region. 

Objectives of this study were to: Analyse impact of KSL on: choice of vocabulary, 

syntactical patterns, and tense markers and singular//plural markers in written English 

grammar among Deaf learners in Upper Primary classes in Nakuru Region. Language 

learning was guided by Behaviourist theory based on stimuli reinforcement to get desired 

behaviour. Descriptive Research Design was used. The study was carried out in Nakuru 

Region, Kenya. Target population comprised 157 Deaf learners and 21 teachers for English. 

Saturated sampling technique was used to select 141 Deaf learners and 18 teachers for 

English. Purposive sampling was used to select regular primary schools involved in the 

study. Data was collected using document analysis guide and questionnaire. Reliability of 

research instruments with a correlation coefficient(r) of 0.75 was considered high enough in a 

pilot study involving 16 learners and 3 teachers, constituting 10% of research population. 

Face validity and content validity of research instruments was established by experts in 

Department of Special Needs Education of Maseno University. Qualitative data was 

organised into categories and reported in verbatim as themes and sub-themes emerged. 

Results from this study established that written English grammar by Deaf learners contained 

randomly written vocabulary .Syntactical patterns inclined towards KSL word order.  Except 

for simple present tense, learners had challenges in marking tenses appropriately. This study 

concluded that other than singular and simple present tense markers, KSL had negative 

impact on written English grammar. Findings of this study might be significant in enhancing 

pedagogical approach in teaching of written English grammar to learners who are deaf in 

primary schools in Kenya. This study recommended use of bilingual approach in teaching of 

English grammar to Deaf learners.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background to the Study 

 Language as defined by Rice (2008) is a process or set of processes involving symbols which 

should carry the same meaning both to originator and receiver in order to convey intended 

message. Halut and Howard (2006) points out that sign language has three components other 

languages have form, content and use. Form deals with phonology which is the aspect of 

sequencing of syllables and sound in words. Morphology deals with how a part of the word 

holds meaning. Syntax deals with order of words to bring out meaningful sentences. Content 

deals with semantics which govern meaning of words and different word combinations. Use 

involves Pragmatics, rules which govern language used in communicative environment. 

  Language development in children is dependent on consistency, frequency and accessibility 

of the mode of communication in a child‟s environment. Delayed exposure to an accessible 

first language in early life leads to incompetent acquisition of all subsequent languages to be 

learnt. (Sandra 2005) argued that Children who are deaf, born of parents who are hearing, 

grow up in sign language deficient environments which lead to deficient acquisition of 

vocabulary. These children form a cohort of unique children in the world who cannot 

naturally acquire a mother tongue from their mothers (Mellon et al., 2015) 

 Zaho (2009) defined Vocabulary as; the stock of fixed non–generative words.  Mastery of 

vocabulary usage, variation and synonyms enables learners to enhance social norms and 

discourse ability. If vocabulary acquisition is not sufficient, learners face challenges in 

receptive and expressive language in written English grammar. Studies conducted in the area 

of English language vocabulary competence by learners who are deaf, dwelt mostly on KSL 

and English literacy skills, vocabulary acquisition by learners who are deaf and methods of 
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teaching vocabulary to learners who are deaf. Nevertheless, impact of Kenya sign language 

on vocabulary competence by learners who are deaf was not discussed. This study, therefore, 

intended to analyse Impact of Kenya sign language on choice of vocabulary used in written 

English by learners who are deaf in upper primary classes in Nakuru Region in Kenya.  

Halut and Howard (2006) points out that Syntax deals with order of words to bring out 

meaningful sentences.  Studies conducted in the area of syntactical structures used by learners 

who are deaf concentrated on critical period of language acquisition (Mayberry, 2007). 

Angela (2014) in her study: Morphosyntactics Development of Preschool Children with 

Hearing Loss using Clinical Evaluation of Fundamental Language (CELF) Preschool 

Edition  involving 47 preschoolers using hearing aids or cochlear implants did an itemized 

analysis on word structure and sentence structure to determine whether children with 

Hearing Loss (HL) performed within the standard range.  

The results indicated specific patterns of errors in syntactical order with this group. The study 

was conducted with preschoolers using hearing aids or cochlear implants who live in 

community whose first language is spoken English. However impact of KSL on written 

English syntactical pattern among learners who are deaf in upper primary classes living in 

communities whose first language is not English had not been looked into.  This study 

therefore intended to establish impact of KSL on written English syntactical pattern among 

upper primary classes‟ learners who are deaf from communities where English is not the first 

language.    

Ayoo (2012) in her study on Morphosyntactics errors in written English of standard eight 

hearing impaired pupils concentrated on effect of degree of hearing loss in relation to 

morphosyntactics errors among this group of learners. Findings of that study confirmed that 

written English for this category of learners had challenges with the verb, with partially deaf 
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showing better mastery of English as compared with their profoundly deaf colleagues.  None 

of the studies looked into Impact of KSL on syntactical patterns of written English grammar   

among learners who are deaf in upper primary classes. This study therefore intended to 

establish impact of KSL syntactical structure on syntactical patterns of written English 

grammar among learners who are deaf in upper primary classes in Nakuru Region in Kenya. 

 Tenses, as put by Okoth et al (2006), are grammatical indication of the relationship between 

the time of expression of an event and the time of the reported event. The time of expressive 

event being termed Present, the Period before present is referred to as Past, while the period 

after present is the Future. Tense markers not only involve the verb and time adverbials but 

also the aspect which is the condition of the reported event in time and space; such as 

habitual, progressive or perfective. Guo et al (2012) conducted a study on the role of speech 

on the acquisition of tense markers among children who are deaf who have been fitted with 

cochlear implants from backgrounds where English is the first language. The results indicated 

that children who are deaf, fitted with Cochlear Implants have difficulty in choice of 

appropriate tense markers because of early deprivation of auditory input. Errors tended to be 

omission more than commission errors.  

Angela (2014) in her study: Morphosyntactics Development of Preschool Children with 

Hearing Loss using CELF involving 47 preschoolers using hearing aids or cochlear implants 

did an itemized analysis which revealed a pattern of errors in Tense Markers made by this 

group. These errors involved using the phoneme /s/ indicative of verb tense, regular past 

tense-ed, and irregular past tense in which the researcher recommended further investigation 

into the frequency of sound factors that may prevent acquisition of morphosyntactics part of 

language with this population. The study was conducted with preschoolers. However, 

marking of tenses in written English by learners who are deaf in upper primary classes in 
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Nakuru Region was not looked into. This study, therefore, intended to analyse errors in tense 

markers in written English by learners who are deaf in upper primary classes in Nakuru 

Region in Kenya.  

 Plural is a grammatical adjective denoting more than one which could be a plural word or 

form. Singular and plural also called grammatical number identifies the quantity of the 

subjects and objects in a sentence. In KSL, plural or singular state is marked by signing of a 

number immediately after a noun.  

Marking of plural in KSL can either  be done by  Use of quantifiers such as MAN MANY, or 

the use of reduplication of the noun such as; MAN/ MAN (Okombo et al 2006). The noun 

„Men‟ for example, in KSL becomes MAN MANY or MAN FIVE/ or MAN MAN// quantifier 

or an exact figure quoted or repetition of the noun are used to show plural number. In KSL 

Singular is shown by quantifiers such as: CHILD ZERO or ONE to mean „no child‟ and one 

child respectively. 

 Ayoo (2012) in the study she conducted on errors in Morphosyntactics found out that 

learners who are deaf have a challenge Morphosyntactics in written English. However 

specific impact of Kenya sign language structure on singular and plural markers was not 

looked into. This current study, therefore, intended to establish Impact of Kenya Sign 

Language on singular and plural markers in written English grammar among learners who are 

deaf in upper primary classes in Nakuru Region. 
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Table 1.1: KCPE English Mean Scores for 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013  for six Primary 

Schools for Learners who are Deaf and six  selected Regular Primary Schools in Nakuru 

Region against National  English mean score 

  CATEGORY                                                                      YEAR                   

                                                  2010                      2011                      2012                        2013

  

      

National mean                   45.92                   44.74                     45.3                   47.48 

 Regular schools                    56.24                   47.87                   47.89                   48.74 

 Deaf schools                   30.27                   29.58                   31.41                   29.74 

  

Source: schools KCPE results print out sheets from KNEC and MOEST 2014 basic 

educational statistical booklet 

From table 1, it is evident that learners who are deaf have a challenge in written English.  For 

four consecutive years 2010, 2011, 2012&2013 KCPE performance scores for written 

English grammar by learners who are deaf never went beyond 31.41 as compared to a peak of 

56.24 scored by hearing learners within the four years of the study.  

Nakuru Region is in the former rift valley province which realised exemplary performance 

nationwide in KCPE during the period of the study as seen in table 1. Regular schools in 

Nakuru region posted a mean that was above the National mean during the time of this study. 

However English mean score realised by the Deaf learners was way below the national mean 

as seen in table Table 1   .This was in agreement with a study by Traxler  (2000) in his work 

on Achievement of selected deaf and hard of hearing students which establish that learners 
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who are deaf complete school with English grammar competence of an 8/9 year-old hearing 

child 

Table 1.2:  October 2014 Classes Five, Six and Seven English Grammar Mean Scores 

for six Primary Schools for Learners who are Deaf and six Regular Primary Schools in 

Nakuru Region - Kenya.  

 Source: End of year County mock examinations School score sheets 

From the scores in table 2, learners who are deaf have shown a trend of significantly low 

scores for four consecutive years, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013.In the highest category range of 

scores of above 50 mark no learner who is deaf was found in this category as compared to 

learners who are hearing who had 9%, 8% and 9% in classes five, six and seven respectively 

scoring above 50 mark category. The highest range of score attained by learners who are deaf 

was between 20-29.This was attained by 14% of learners who are deaf in class five, 9% of 

learners who are deaf in class six and 7% of learners who are deaf  in class seven.  The 

highest percentage (63%, 73% and 71%) of learners who are deaf across the three classes 

five, six and seven respectively, scored within the lower cadre range of scores of 0-9, as 

compared to only 8% of learners who are hearing in class five, 7% of learners who are 

hearing in class six and 8% of learners who are hearing in class seven. This trend of low 

scores in English grammar by learners, who are deaf in classes five, six, and seven, is the 

category 

of school 

Class    n  

    Above 50  

 

   40-49 

      Scores  

   30-39 

f (%) 

   20-29 

 

   10-19 

 

      0-9 

Deaf  5           49  0(0%) 0(0%) 0(0%) 7(14%) 11(23%) 31(63%) 

Regular  5         323 2 (9 %) 4(13%) 63(19%)  7(24 %) 87(27%) 25(8%)  

Deaf  6           51  0(0%) 0(0%) 0(0%) 5(9%) 9(18%) 37(73%)  

Regular  6         318 27 (8%) 43(14%) 57(18%) 89(28%) 78(24%)  24(7%)  

Deaf  7           41 0 (0%) 0(0%)  0 (0%) 3(7%) 9(22%) 29(71%)  

Regular  7         311 29(9 %)     38(12%) 7(23%) 88(28%) 59(19%) 26(8%) 
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reason this study intended to establish Impact Kenya sign language has on written English 

grammar among learners who are deaf in upper primary classes in Nakuru Region in Kenya.  

1.2 Statement of the Problem    

  Performance for learners who are deaf in Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) 

has been notably low as compared to their hearing counterparts.  In this study, Grammar 

constitutes:  vocabulary, syntax, and tense markers, plural and singular markers.   For learners 

to attain good grades in English language in Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE), 

they have to acquire competence in English grammar.  

 

Class four is a transition class from mother tongue to English for primary school learners as 

regards language of instruction whereas class eight is the exit class, so how well learners who 

are deaf in classes; five, six and seven acquire English grammar concepts would be an 

indicator of their expected performance in Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) 

Examination. English language is the recommended language of instruction and 

communication in Education system in Kenya 

Table 1 show KCPE results for four consecutive years; 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013. The 

highest mean score attained in English language by learners who are deaf within the four 

years was 31.41 mean score as compared to 56.24 mean score attained by learners who are 

hearing in selected primary schools within the same region. In order to ascertain the cause for 

this trend of low attainment in English grammar by learners who are deaf, this study, 

intended to establish Impact Kenya sign language has on written English Grammar in regards 

to: vocabulary, syntax, tense markers, singular and plural markers in written English among 

learners who are deaf in classes five, six and seven in primary schools in Nakuru Region in 

Kenya.  
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1.3 Purpose of the Study  

The purpose of this study was to establish Impact of Kenya Sign Language on written 

English grammar among learners who are deaf in upper primary classes five, six and seven in 

Nakuru Region in Kenya.   

1.4 Objectives of the Study 

 Objectives of this study were to:  

i.  Analyse the Impact of Kenya sign language on the choice of vocabulary in use in 

written English  grammar 

ii.  Determine Impact of Kenya sign language on syntactical patterns of written English. 

iii.   Establish Impact of Kenya sign language on tense markers in written English 

grammar. 

iv.   Examine Impact Kenya sign language has on singular and plural markers in written 

English grammar. 

1.5 Research Questions 

 Pertinent research questions to guide this study were:  

i. Does Kenya Sign Language affect choice of vocabulary in use on written English 

grammar among learners who are deaf in upper primary classes?  

ii. How does Kenya Sign Language syntactical order affect syntactical order of written 

English among learners who are deaf in upper primary classes?   

iii. What Impact does Kenya sign language has on how tenses are marked on written 

English among learners who are deaf in upper primary classes?   

iv. In what way(s) does Kenya Sign Language affect how plural and singular are marked 

on written English grammar among learners who are deaf in upper primary classes?   
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1.6 Assumption of the Study 

This study was carried out on the assumption that classes five, six and seven learners who are 

deaf are taught written English grammar following the recommended syllabus guide lines for 

English language and using instructional materials for English teaching/learning in primary 

schools approved by Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development (KICD). 

1.7 Scope of the Study 

The study focused on analysis of errors related to vocabulary, syntax, and tense markers, 

plural and singular markers in written English grammar involving 157  learners who are deaf 

in  upper primary classes‟ five, six and seven in six primary schools for learners who are deaf 

in Nakuru Region in Kenya. Class four was deemed to be transition class from mother tongue 

to English whereas class eight was considered exit class. 

1.8 Limitations to the Study  

Instructions were given in English, a language which learners who are deaf have difficulty in. 

This challenge was a hindrance to both receptive and expressive communication. This 

limitation was countered by giving an explanation whenever necessary in signed English (SE) 

 To make sure learners had a common understanding of that which was expected of them. 

1.9 Significance of the Study 

The findings of this study would guide in decision making in curriculum development, 

implementation, monitoring and evaluation for English grammar for learners who are deaf in 

upper primary. This would be of benefit to learners in primary schools who are deaf since 

curriculum content development and evaluation would be differentiated to meet the learners‟ 

needs by addressing the Deaf learners‟ unique way (visual gestural) for learning of a second 
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language. This would also act as a guide in decision making in policy formulation and 

implementation as regards educational matters concerning learners who are deaf.  

The findings of this study would also form a basis for future research in pedagogical 

approaches in the teaching of English grammar as a second language for learners who are 

deaf in primary schools. This would be of benefit to teachers for English for learners who are 

deaf since they would be better prepared to handle the teaching of English grammar to Deaf 

learners in primary schools. Better teaching approaches, would translate to efficient second 

language learning techniques for learners who are deaf.  These finds would also help improve 

quality of written English grammar by learners who are deaf for academic and functional 

communicative purposes in so doing enhance communication between the hearing 

community and the Deaf learners. 

1.10 Theoretical Frame Work              

Behaviourists‟ theory including contrastive analysis hypothesis (CAH) 

According to Proponents of Behaviourist theory all learning is pegged on stimuli, 

repetition/practice and reinforcement to create desired habits. Pavlov, skinner and Bruner 

who are the proponents of Behaviourist theory argued that children learn all aspects of 

language by practice, repetition and reinforcement. For Behaviourist, correct   input (stimuli) 

is important since learners imitate and practice the input. Practice should be based on 

repetition and memorization for learners to form desired habits – in this study was mastery of 

written English grammar.  

 

However Behaviourist believed that for target language learning, there is  interference of  

first language  habits  an idea linked to Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis ( CAH). If the first 

language (L1) and the target language are similar, the learner will be successful in mastering 

target language. This is referred to as positive transfer. If there are differences in first 
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language ( L1 ) and target language the learner will have difficulty and will make mistakes. If 

L1 grammatical structure was different from that of target language, then  L1  could  intrude 

and cause difficulty in producing the new form (Horwitz 2008). That was referred to as 

negative transfer or interference.  

 

If errors are not corrected they become permanent and resistant to change, forming undesired 

language structures. This is referred to as fossilization. Prompt ongoing error correction, 

reinforcement and practice are of paramount importance for formation of desired habit (target 

language mastery). Accurate visual–gestural inputs are important based on repetition and 

reinforcement for desired habit formation.  

Impact of Kenya sign language transcription on written English grammar among learners 

who are deaf in classes five, six and seven was based on behaviourist theory including 

contrastive analysis hypothesis (CAH). Behaviourists argued that we gradually build up 

associations between the words and groups of words. Vocabulary acquisition by learners who 

are deaf (behaviour change) could be influenced by consistency in practice/reinforcement in 

the level of vocabulary in language of instruction (input/stimulus) or communicative 

language with learners who are deaf.  When L1 grammatical syntactical structures were 

different from that of target language, L1 could intrude and cause difficulty in producing the 

desired form (Horwitz 2008).  Lozonova and Satchev (2009) syntactically correct patterns in 

written English (Stimulus) consistently used (repetition/reinforcement) could result in 

mastery of correct sentence pattern acquisition (desired habits) among learners who are deaf. 

This applied to tense markers and singular and plural markers in written English grammar. 

Behaviourist theory based on stimuli repetition and reinforcement to lead to behaviour 

change was applicable in this current study. 
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Written English grammar, which in this study was limited to vocabulary, syntax, tense 

markers and plural and singular markers were the stimuli to be reinforced /practiced with the 

aim of bringing about mastery of target language (desired habits formation) was expected to 

be  depicted in  correct written English Grammar). 
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1.11    Operational Definitions of Terms 

Deaf (with upper case): when used as a noun to refer to a community of persons with 

profound   hearing loss  

deaf (with lower case)    when used as a verb to denote the  inability to sensibly perceive 

sound stimuli  

Grammar: Set of rules governing a particular language usually taken as consisting of syntax, 

morphology, semantics and vocabulary.  

Impact:    A result or condition produced when one thing acts on another. 

L1 :  First language  acquired from family set up 

L2 :  Second Language  deliberately learnt  

Language Acquisition: Natural almost automatic language development by constantly     

listening and participating in that language,  

 Learning of a Language: Deliberate conscious effort under formal instruction in which   

grammar of a new language is learnt 

Nakuru Region:   A consortium of residential schools for learners who are deaf located 

within Baringo, Keiyo/Marakwet, kericho .Nakuru, Nandi, and Uasin-Gishu 

counties  

Simultaneous communication:  Use of speech together with signs, gestures and body 

language in communicating with learners who have hearing impairments. 

Syntactical Pattern:    Word order in sentences to bring out intended meaning. 

Upper primary classes:    classes five,six and seven 

Vocabulary: All the appropriate relevant words in English that enhances fluent 

communication including spelling and pronouns 

Vocabulary Variety:  Diversified word choice such as synonyms and antonyms. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Choice of Vocabulary in Written English Grammar among Learners who are Deaf  

According to Zaho (2009) Vocabulary is defined as the stock of fixed non–generative words.  

Mastery of vocabulary usage, variation and synonyms enables learners to enhance social 

norms and discourse ability. If vocabulary acquisition is not sufficient, learners face a 

challenge in receptive and expressive language in written English grammar. Vocabulary plays 

a crucial role in acquisition of a language. Lexical chunks are retrieved and processed as 

whole unites which may not only enhance accuracy and fluency of language but   also speed 

up language processing significantly especially in English for Foreign Language Learners 

(EFL) Zaho (2009).Effective vocabulary acquisition requires learners to use vocabulary 

correctly and consistently. learners who are deaf lack exposure to conversational language as 

they  live amongst the hearing community who are not proficient in signing (Adoyo 

2002,kimani 2012,muranda 2015, Goldin-meadow,2001) Knowledge of vocabulary of a 

language, how vocabulary elements are expressed and combined to form sentences, forms 

linguistic competence. 

 A Study by Alber and Foil (2003) on activities that promote and extend students vocabulary 

proficiency argue that deliberate effort has to be made to enhance both L1 and L2 vocabulary 

development among learners who are profoundly deaf. The ability to be an active participant 

in a conversation enhances vocabulary acquisition and literacy skills. (Kuntze, Golos & Enns 

,2014;svartholma,2010).  Adoyo (2004) posits that there are limited operational vocabularies 

in signs used in regular communication by learners who are deaf. This limitation in the deaf 

learner‟s first language limits vocabulary in use in their everyday conversation. Empirical 

study by Irokabo (2006) points out that among other problems facing deaf education in 

Africa, teachers simplify the English they use during lesson instruction thus watering down 
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the vocabulary acquisition among other concepts taught, however Impact of KSL on choice 

of vocabulary in written English grammar was not mentioned.  

 Peabody Picture vocabulary (Dunn & Dunn 2007) argued that vocabulary learning by 

learners who are deaf may involve more than receptive vocabulary knowledge. In order to 

distinguish closely related vocabulary it may involve signing the word coupled with finger 

spelling of the same. Example:  „Tortoise‟ would be signed the same as „Turtle‟. Thus finger 

spelling is the only way to distinguish between the two. Research on  challenges faced by 

learners of language who are deaf,  by Lazanova  and Savtchev (2009) agree  that English 

being a second language(L2 ) for  learners who are deaf  need  careful  instruction for them  to 

master new concepts. Nonetheless impact of KSL on choice of vocabulary in written English 

by learners who are deaf in primary schools in Kenya was not looked into.  

 Mulonda (2013) in; Situational Analysis on the use of Sign Language in the Education of the 

Deaf in Zambia, found out that among challenges both students and teachers face in 

learning/teaching was limited available   signs for vocabulary. This was handled by code 

switching between English and sign language during lesson instruction. However Impact of 

Sign Language on   choice of vocabulary in written English grammar was not considered. 

This Study therefore intended to establish Impact of Kenya Sign Language on choice of 

vocabulary in written English Grammar among primary school learners who are deaf.  

A study conducted by Ogada (2012) to ascertain challenges of written English composition 

among class seven learners with hearing impairment in the then Nyanza province dwelt in 

teaching strategies, methods and resource materials used in the teaching of English 

composition.  Results from that study indicated that teaching methods, strategies and 

instructional resources used in teaching English composition needed deliberate improvement. 

However impact of Kenya sign language on the choice of appropriate vocabulary used in 
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written English by learners who are deaf was not considered as a factor contributing to 

challenges in composition writing among learners in upper primary classes who are deaf. 

This study therefore intended to establish Impact of Kenya sign language on vocabulary in 

use in written English among learners who are deaf in Upper Primary in Nakuru Region, 

Kenya   

 Use of appropriate vocabulary, vocabulary variation, synonyms and antonyms enables 

learners to enhance social norms and discourse ability. Lucas (2001) points out that, while a 

dictionary for English will define a word, give its correct pronunciation in phonetics, explain 

its origin and give its correct use in sentences; Kenya Sign language (KSL) dictionary will 

only define a sign by providing an equivalent translation in written English. This makes it 

hard for learners who are deaf to use vocabulary in sign language dictionary appropriately on 

written English as the sign language dictionary has a lot of details missing. The 5
th

 draft 

Kenya sign language (KSL) dictionary currently in use   in primary schools for learners who 

are deaf is lacking in a lot of vocabulary content intended to be learnt and mastered by 

primary school learners as outlined in primary school syllabus course outline for English. 

Finger spelling a new vocabulary does not in any way make the new word get understood any 

better by learners of English as a second language. Finger spelling is an equivalent of reading 

out aloud the spelling of any new word and does not bring out the meaning of the new word 

spelt vocally. 

 When vocabulary acquisition is not sufficient learners face a challenge in receptive and 

expressive written English. Ogada (2012) argues that children who are deaf, born of parents 

who are hearing grow up in sign language deficient environments leading to deficient 

vocabulary acquisition. However impact Kenya sign language has on vocabulary used in 

written English by learners who are deaf in primary school was not seen as a factor on choice 
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of vocabulary among learners who were deaf. This study, therefore, intended to establish 

Impact of Kenya sign language on the choice of vocabulary on written English by learners 

who are deaf in upper primary classes in Nakuru Region in Kenya.  

2.2 Syntactical Patterns in Written English Grammar by Learners who are Deaf.  

Deleterious effects of delayed First Language (L1) are apparent at all levels of linguistic 

structures namely; syntax, phonology and lexicon. Early language acquisition not only 

bestows facility with linguistic structure at the L1, but it also bestows ability to learn 

linguistic structure throughout life (Mayberry 2006). Delays and deficits in language input for 

children who are deaf due to limited or lack of auditory input limit incidental learning of first 

language. This hinders fluent communication with the hearing community.  

Universal Grammar theory by Chomsky argues that Learning of a second language (L2) is not 

so much an isolated thing as it builds on the rules and grammar of the first language (L1) by 

discovering how to set parameters for the new language (Cook 2007). Children who are deaf 

do not have a written or spoken language on which to pin their second language learning 

since sign languages are entirely visual gestural languages  Angela (2014) in her study: 

Morphosyntactics Development of Preschool Children with Hearing Loss using Clinical 

Evaluation of Fundamental Language (CELF) Preschool Edition  involving 47 preschoolers 

using hearing aids or cochlear implants did an itemized analysis on word structure and 

sentence structure to determine whether children with Hearing Loss (HL performed within 

the standard range.  

The results indicated some specific patterns of errors with this group. Delayed exposure to an 

accessible first language in early life leads to incompetent acquisition of all subsequent 

languages as earlier mentioned. Mayberry (2006) argue that deleterious effect of delayed L1 

are apparent at all levels of linguistic structures namely; syntax, phonology and lexicon. Early 
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language acquisition not only bestows facility with linguistic structure at the L1, but it also 

bestows ability to learn linguistic structure throughout life. Knowledge of lexical items, rules 

of morphology, semantics and phonology are crucial in language mastery. Lozanova and 

Satchev (2009) argue that Consistency in the use of syntactically correct patterns in written 

English determine mastery of correct sentence patterns.  

Syntactically correct English sentence patterns differ as determined by sentence type. Such 

sentences are; affirmative, negative, imperative, interrogative and declarative sentences. 

Competence in variation on: subject/ verb/ object (SVO ) order shapes proficiency in written 

English for learners who are deaf. Whenever the SVO order is disturbed, the resulting 

sentence pattern often poses a challenge for students who are deaf in acquiring syntactically 

correct sentence in written English such as in passive formations, questions, participles and 

gerunds among others. 

Examples in sentences; 

i. Lions eat meat.  

S     V       O (The common sentence pattern in written English) 

 

ii. What do lions eat? 

O   V     S      V (patterns for questions0 

  

iii        The girl asked the mother what food to cook. 

        S       V              O         O      S         V (Reported speech pattern) 

 

 In sentence i Subject Object Verb (SVO) word order for English sentences was observed. 

In sentence ii a wh-question „what‟ represents the object of the verb „eat.‟ However the 

position of eat and what had to move to the beginning of the sentence in accordance with the 

rules of English syntax. This gives rise to a different word- order (OVSV). In sentence iii 

typical of reported speech word order, the fist clause conforms with SVO word order  but the 
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auxiliary clause has a different world order of OSV.  Such adjustments confuse learners who 

are deaf (Adoyo 2004) 

  Cited study was conducted among college learners who were deaf in Europe where L1 is 

English language., Impact of Sign Language syntactical structure on written English syntax 

among learners who are deaf   living among communities where English was not the first 

language had not been looked into. This study therefore intended to establish impact KSL 

syntax had on written English syntactical patterns among learners who are deaf in Upper 

Primary classes in Nakuru Region in Kenya.   

 A study conducted by Raga (2014) to investigate  the cause for poor performance by students 

with hearing impairments in Kenya certificate of secondary education (KCSE) in Kuja 

secondary school for the deaf, Migori county. He did Comparison of grammatical pattern of    

written KSL syntax in relation to written English syntax. The findings indicated that mixing 

KSL sentence structure with written English sentence patterns was the reason for low 

academic scores in KCSE among deaf learners in high school.  However, Impact of KSL on 

written English grammar among learners who are deaf in upper primary schools was not 

taken into consideration as a factor in academic performance among this category of learners. 

This study therefore intended to establish Impact of KSL on written English grammar among 

learners who are deaf in upper primary classes in Nkuru Region in Kenya. 

Hochgensang (2007) in his study on Literacy among deaf children in Kenya established that 

areas of difficulty particularly include acquisition of morphology, syntax and vocabulary such 

as inflectional affixes, function words, deviation from canonical word order and limited 

breadth and depth of lexical knowledge. However impact of KSL word order on written 

English syntactical patterns was not put into consideration as a factor that could  impact on  

mastery of written English syntax among learners who were deaf..This current study, 
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therefore, intended to establish impact of Kenya sign language on syntactical patterns of 

written English grammar among learners who are deaf in upper primary classes in Nakuru 

Region in Kenya.  

2.3 Tense Markers in Written English Grammar among Learners who are Deaf.  

 Tenses as put by Okoth et al (2006), are grammatical indication of the relationship between 

the time of expression of an event and the time of the reported event. The time of expressive 

event being termed Present, the Period before present is referred to as Past, while the period 

after present is the Future. Tense markers not only involve the verb and time adverbials but 

also the aspect which is the condition of the reported event in time and space; such as 

habitual, progressive or perfective. Every verb form has five patterns that distinguish tense. 

The verb „eat‟ for example will have the following verb forms: 

Eat-     Being the root verb for the present tens 

Ate-      Is the simple past form of the root verb.  

Eats-    Is used for the 3
rd

 person singular to indicate habitual concept.  

Eating-Being the continuous form used in making continuous constructions.  

Eaten- Indicates perfect and the passive forms of the verb.  

Deleterious effects of delayed First Language (L1) are apparent at all levels of linguistic 

structures namely; syntax, phonology and lexicon. Early language acquisition not only 

bestows facility with linguistic structure at the L1 but it also bestows ability to learn linguistic 

structure throughout life (Mayberry 2006). Delays and deficits in language input for children 

who are deaf due to limited or lack of auditory input limit incidental learning of first 

language. This hinders fluent communication with the hearing community. Universal 
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Grammar theory by Chomsky argues that Learning of a second language (L2) is not so much 

an isolated thing as it builds on the rules and grammar of the first language (L1) by 

discovering how to set parameters for the new language (Cook 2007). 

 Children who are deaf do not have a written or spoken language on which to pin their second 

language learning since sign languages are entirely visual gestural languages Bochner and 

Bochner (2009) on „limitation on reading as a source of linguistic input: Evidence from deaf 

learners‟, argue that for Learners who are deaf it takes deliberate efforts to learn grammatical 

rules for both L2 and often L1, if such a child is born of hearing parents who are not 

competent in structured sign language. On the contrary Hearing children acquire language 

competence almost automatically by listening to others and self during conversation and 

continually improving on their language skills. If grammar concepts are missed out from the 

start by learners who are deaf, later on fossilization occurs with error patterns tending to be 

highly resistant to remediation. 

Learners who are deaf depend on memory and categorization to learn new language concepts. 

A study by Adoyo (2004) on Sign Language and Simultaneous communication established 

that English tense markers mix up a learner who is deaf quite easily. This occurs as the L1 of 

learners with hearing impairment, do not have distinct specific signs to mark tenses in its 

different forms. Instead this aspect of grammar is marked by descriptive adjectives such as 

PAST, PRESENT and FUTURE. However, impact of KSL on mastery of tenses markers by 

learners who were deaf was not put into consideration by any of the above studies. This study 

therefore, intended to establish impact of Kenya sign language on mastery of tense markers in 

written English grammar among learners who are deaf in upper primary classes in Nakuru 

Region in Kenya.  
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 2.4 Plural and Singular Markers in Written English Grammar by Learners who are 

Deaf. 

 Plural is a grammatical adjective denoting more than one which could be a plural word or 

form. Singular and plural also called grammatical number identifies the quantity of the 

subjects and objects in a sentence. To acquire competence in any language one of the skills 

required is to be able to express grammatical number appropriately. As mentioned earlier, 

information about grammatical number in a sentence can be expressed in two ways; either by 

use of numerals such as one, two, three, four etc or by the use of grammatical properties on 

the subject or object, noun or pronoun which denotes grammatical number. Okoth et al 

(2006) posits that discussion on number as a grammatical aspect usually focuses on plural 

formation since singular is usually not given any special marking in written English. 

However this study will want to find out if KSL has any Impact in the way learners who are 

deaf in upper primary classes in Kenya mark   plural and singular in written English 

grammar.       

 Plural and singular markers in sign language are denoted by the use of quantifiers or a 

doubling of the noun. A quantifier or a quantity figure is used to show number. For example 

English noun „Children‟; becomes CHILD CHILD// in KSL (repeat of the noun). Use of an 

exact quantity for example Three children become CHILD THREE// in KSL Likewise 

singular in KSL is shown by quantifiers such as CHILD ZERO// to mean no child or MAN 

FEW// to mean a few men (Adoyo, 2009). Social linguistic competence requires the 

understanding of social context in which a particular language is used, roles of the 

participants and the roles they play during interaction process. Hearing children learn 

sociolinguistic naturally during interaction with others. For children who are deaf the process 

has to be deliberately learnt. Otherwise children who are deaf grow up impoverished in social 

linguistic (Medel & Flexer 2008). 
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 Hochgesang (2007) argues that learners with hearing impairment are not stupid based on 

their written English, rather it is their lack of readiness to work with a second language.  

Learners who are deaf find it hard to write correct English in general. Lack of knowledge of 

the language used to read and write resulted in poor performance in English language in 

KCPE by learners who are deaf in primary school.   

Studies conducted dwelt generally on language competence and approaches of teaching of 

English language to learners who are deaf. Nevertheless Impact of Kenya sign language on 

the use of plural and singular markers in written English among learners who are deaf in 

upper primary classes was not covered. This study, therefore, intended to establish Impact of 

Kenya sign language on the use of plural and singular markers in written English by learners 

who are deaf in upper primary classes in Nakuru Region in Kenya.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Design   

This study used Descriptive Research Design. Descriptive research design is recommended 

by Creswell (2013) as  being ideal for gathering information on Educational issues as it is not 

restrictive to fact finding only but often result in the formulation of  important principles of 

knowledge and solution to significant problems. Descriptive  research design  was used  as it 

is suitable for data collection at a particular point  in time with the intention of describing the 

nature of  existing conditions  and determine  relationship that exist.  Descriptive research 

design was, therefore, appropriate for this study as results were qualitatively analysed to 

determine relationships that exist and make generalizations 

3.2 Area of Study 

The study was carried out in Residential schools for learners who are deaf within Nakuru 

region in Kenya. The region lies within coordinates 0
0
 and 36

0
E. Nakuru Region is in the 

heart of the Great Rift Valley in the western block of Kenya.  

There are several physical features in the region: forest, game reserves and the Great Rift 

Valley escarpments. A Large expanse of agricultural land support animal husbandry, 

horticulture, tea, wheat and maize farming. Scattered mining activities take place in this 

region as well. This area is a centre of communication, commerce, sports and Education.  

The area has a truck record of posting good results in KCPE  performance as was the case in 

2011,2012,and 2013 consecutively when it was ranked the top nationwide 

(htt://www.standardmedia.co.ke.mobile).However KCPE performance by learners who are 

deaf in this Region  had not been impressive as seen from the tabulated results in table 1. 

Based on this incoherence of KCPE English grammar scores realised by learners who are 
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deaf as compared to their hearing counterparts this study intended to find out Impact of KSL 

on written English grammar among learners who are deaf in upper primary classes in Nakuru 

Region.   

3.3 Study Population 

The study involved 157 learners who are deaf in classes; five, six and seven in six primary 

schools for learners who are deaf and 21 teachers for English in classes five, six and seven in 

schools for learners who are deaf in Nakuru Region in Kenya.  

3.4 Sample and Sampling Technique 

 Purposive sampling technique was deemed appropriate in selecting Regular Schools for the 

study. Purposive sampling technique is a non probability sampling technique and explains 

cases that are average and normal. This sampling makes generalisation possible from the 

results being studied (Saunders et al) On the other hand saturated sampling technique was 

used to select 141 pupils and 18 teachers in six primary schools for learners who are deaf. 

Saturated sampling technique is a non-probability sampling technique where all the members 

of the target population are selected since they are too few to make a sample out of them 

(Orodho, 2009). In this study, therefore, saturated sampling technique was deemed the most 

appropriate since target population was too small to be sampled out. Table 3, shows 

population and sample size.  

Table 3: Population and Sample Size.  

Respondents   Population 

        (N) 

     Sample 

       (n) 

Percentage (%) 

Pupils 

Teachers 

          157 

          21 

        141 

        18  

           90 

           86 
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3.5 Instruments of Data Collection. 

 Document analysis of learners‟ written English text on a familiar topic such as “my school” 

was used to analyse errors in the use of vocabulary, errors in syntax, errors in tense markers,  

errors in singular and plural markers in written English among classes; five, six and seven 

learners who are deaf in  upper primary classes in schools for the Deaf in Nakuru Region in 

Kenya. Questionnaires for teachers for English in the same classes were analysed. 

3.5.1 Document Analysis Guide 

Document analysis guide was used to analyse errors in written English work by learners who 

are deaf as regards to variety of vocabulary, Vocabulary errors in relation to the use of 

Pronouns, spelling errors, errors in word order, Errors of Omission in syntax, Errors of 

Commission in Syntax, errors in Tense Markers in Written English and errors in Singular and 

Plural Markers in written English grammar by learners who are deaf. Documents analysed 

were learners‟ written English grammar work. 

3.5.2 Teachers’ Questionnaire  

Teachers‟ questionnaire was used to collect data on opinion of teachers for English for 

primary school learners who are deaf. Data collected was teachers‟ opinion on mastery of 

written English grammar by learners who are deaf as regards errors in vocabulary used, errors 

in syntactical patterns, errors in tense markers and errors in singular and plural markers in 

written English.        

3.6   Validity and Reliability 

3.6.1 Validity 

Validity, as defined by Mugenda and Mugenda (2003) is the degree to which results obtained 

from the analysis of the data represents the phenomena under study. To verify face validity 

and content validity of the instrument used in this study, the research instruments were 
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presented to experts at the department of Special Needs Education faculty of Education of 

Maseno University for scrutiny. Recommendations from the experts were used to make the 

necessary changes before the instruments were used in the field. 

3.6.2 Reliability 

Reliability of a research instrument is the consistency in eliciting the same results every time 

it is administered to the same group of subjects (Orodho, 2009). Reliability of research 

instruments that were used in this study were established through Test Retest with a pilot 

study involving 16 learners who are deaf and 3 teachers constituting 10% of the study 

population. The test–retest administered to the sample population gave a correlation 

coefficient (r) of 0.75 which was considered high enough to ascertain reliability of research 

instruments.  

3.7 Data Collection Procedures 

Before visiting the target schools for data collection, Research permit was obtained from 

Maseno University Ethics and Review Committee (MUERC) through School of Graduate 

Studies, Maseno University. Permission was sought from each of the involved school through 

Head Teachers before interacting with classes; five, six and seven learners and teachers for 

English. Written English prose exercise was given to learners and later pupils written work 

was collected, analysed and qualitatively reported. 

3.8 Ethical Consideration 

This research sought approval from Maseno University Ethics and Review Committee 

(MUER) to collect data from schools for learners who are deaf in Nakuru Region. An 

introductory letter from MUER presented as appendix E, granted the Researcher authority to 

collect data from   the target population.  
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Reassurance was given to research respondents that the research undertaking would uphold 

anonymity and confidentiality as concerns parameters of the information supplied by them ( 

Mugenda 2011) That was formalised by respondents willingly signing an informed consent 

form. The essential purpose of ethical Research was to protect the welfare and the rights of 

research participant.  

Anonymity for research participants was upheld by the researcher by concealing identity of 

schools and people involved in data collection. During data collection respondents to 

questionnaires were not supposed to indicate their identity on the questionnaires. Pupils 

written work did not bear the pupils names nor school name as much as was possible for the 

purpose of anonymity. Data collected was strictly used for the purposes of this research work 

only. 

3.9 Data Analysis  

 Qualitative data from Itemized analysis on vocabulary, syntax, plural and singular markers 

and tense markers was analysed by content analysis method. Descriptive Research design 

was used. Quantitative data was analysed by use of descriptive statistics in the form of 

means, percentages and frequencies which will be reported descriptively. Qualitative data 

was transcribed and organised into themes and reported in verbatim.  Likert scale was used to 

establish mean scores of the responses from teachers. Five point Likert scale responses was 

scored as follows: Strongly Agree (SA) was scored 5.  Agree (A) was rated 4, Undecided 

(UD) was assigned a score of 3, Disagree (D) was assigned a score of 2 and finally Strongly 

Disagree (SD) was represented by a score of 1. Seen in Appendix B: Questionnaire for 

teachers for English 
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For each Respondent the scores of the responses for each statement was summed up and   

divided by the number of the respondents to get the mean of the statement. A mean sore 

greater than 3.00 would mean that the respondents agreed with the statements. While a mean 

score less than 2.5 would mean that the respondents disagreed with the statements, 

Quantitative data collected using the questionnaire was analyzed using descriptive statistics 

such as frequencies and percentages as they easily communicate research findings at a glance. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Impact of Kenyan Sign Language on Choice of Vocabulary in use in Written English 

among Learners who are Deaf in Upper Primary Classes. 

 Kenya sign language is deemed the first language for learners who are deaf. In this regard 

learners who are deaf may experience Mother-tongue interference such as limited signs of 

vocabulary as they learn written English grammar.  

The first objective of this study was to establish effect of Kenya sign language on the choice 

of vocabulary in use in written English among learners who are deaf in classes five, six and 

seven. The study analysed   vocabulary used in written English grammar among learners who 

are deaf in classes five, six and seven.  Document analysis guide was used as a tool of data 

collection. Data on the opinion of teachers for English in the three classes was collected using 

a questionnaire.    

The Research Question responded to was: Does Kenya Sign Language affect choice of 

vocabulary in use on written English grammar among learners who are deaf in primary 

schools? Document analysis guide was used to ascertain the Impact of Kenya Sign Language 

on choice of vocabulary in written English grammar among learners who are deaf in primary 

schools.  

Students prose work was analysed using document analysis guide.  All the 141 students‟ 

work was available for analysis as the schools involved were residential schools for learners 

who are deaf. Data obtained was summarised and tabulated as shown in Table 4.1.1 
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Table 4.1.1: Error analysis in vocabulary among learners who are Deaf (n= 141) 

Competence in vocabulary f % 

VHL 0 0.0 

HL 0 0.0 

ML 2 1.42 

LL 7 4.96 

VLL 132 93.62 

Total  141 100.0 

 

Key 

VHL- Very high level: 0 to 3 errors in use of appropriate vocabulary 

HL-High level: 4 to 6 errors in use of appropriate vocabulary 

ML-Medium level: 7 to 9 errors in use of appropriate vocabulary 

LL-Low level:  10 to 12 errors in use of appropriate vocabulary 

VLL-Very low level: above 12 errors in use of appropriate vocabulary. 

f- Frequency 

%- percentage 

From Table 4.1.0, most 132 (93.62%) learners who were deaf had a Very Low Level (VLL) 

of mastery of vocabulary with learners who are deaf making 12 or more errors in the use of 

vocabulary on a single page. Low level (LL) category comprised of learners who made errors 

ranging from ten to twelve on a single page. Within this category there were 7 (4.96%) 

learners. Only 2 (1.42%) of learners who are deaf had medium level (ML) mastery of 

vocabulary making  nine or less errors involving appropriate use of vocabulary on a single 

page of writing.. None 0% of learners who are deaf had high level (HL) or very high level 

(VHL) mastery of vocabulary.  
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From  content analysis  of  learners productive writing of English composition, most common 

vocabulary errors ranged from spelling errors, repetition of same words, writing of new 

words in capital and small letters. In addition, the vocabularies were used in the wrong 

position within the sentence. This was in agreement with Ogada (2012) who argued that 

when vocabulary acquisition is not sufficient learners face a challenge in receptive and 

expressive written English  

All the 141 learners who were deaf (100.0%) had vocabulary errors related to spelling. For 

example Learner 47 presented as excerpt 11, like most learners who are deaf, made numerous 

errors in the use of vocabulary. 
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Excerpt 11: Vocabulary errors related to spelling  
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From content analysis of excerpt 11, written by learner 47 made several vocabulary errors 

ranging from spelling errors to repetitions of syllables and words .These evidently proved that 

the learner had no mastery of written English grammar. For example, ‘nam‟ should have been 

„name, „thaf‟ should have been „deaf‟, „mahe‟ should have been mother. In addition, impact 

of KSL was apparently evident on the way the learner glossed the whole work in upper case 

and the incorrectly spelt words. This observation was in agreement with Zaho (2009) who 

argued that Effective vocabulary acquisition requires learners to use vocabulary correctly and 

consistently. The composition was about my school. Vocabulary errors ranged from  serious 

errors in spelling such as, mame to mean name, Neme to mean name, withe to mean with, 

babe, Fkish, shawn, seare, earebese, weh, sawh, windise, mbas, Wrar, whts, Rwn, sisRn  just 

to point out a few.  

 

These errors imply that most learners who are Deaf experienced complex errors in 

vocabulary ranging from spelling to wrong use of the word. This finding agreed with Ogada 

(2012 who posited that when vocabulary acquisition is not sufficient learners face a challenge 

in receptive and expressive written English.)  The findings of this study confrmed that The 

Deaf learners had limited vocabulary and spelling  challenges. Such errors were: ham means 

home, mathe, MAPPICH, Flok cou, MPAS, Gom, giG, glar, sou, fou, ROV, Fou, MORCH 

and, HOUS to mean house, atmosphes to mean atmosphere.  

 

This observation is in agreement with Ogada (2012), Geers et al (2009) Burman, Nunes and 

Evans (2006) who established that vocabulary levels for learners who are deaf were lagging 

behind. The current study was  significant as it established the impact kenya sign language  

had  on choice of vocabulary in written English grammar among learners who are deaf in 

Upper Primary classes in Nakuru Region . From the findings of this study it was  concluded  
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that Lack 0f mastery of written English vocabulary distorts meaningful communication in 

written English by learners who are deaf. This agreed with   

From the analysis of students‟ written English prose work the following sub themes emerged:    

4.1.1 Errors Related to Limited vocabulary 

 From content analysis it is apparent that learners who are deaf experienced repetitions in 

vocabulary due to limited functional vocabulary in use in sign language. From the analysis of 

the written work of learners who are deaf, 63 (96.92%) of the learners experienced some 

form of repetition of words and phrases. For example, content analysis of written work of 

learner number 31 had 12 repetitions of the same words and phrases as a result of limited 

vocabulary. From excerpt 6, some of the repetition errors learner 36 experienced in the 

written work was the phrase „my school‟ which was repeated 16 times in a single page of the 

written work, while the word help was repeated five times within one page.  

Repetitions of phrases and words by Deaf learners was as a result of lack of appropriate 

synonyms of vocabulary commonly used to  replace with the repeated phrases and words and 

break the monotony of repetition. Most learners in this study experienced repetition of word 

and phrases.  From one of the learners written work repetition of the phrase, “the name of my 

school is...” was repeated seven times. A repetition of the phrases was experienced among 

most learners who are Deaf.   

Repetition of words and phrases in written work was an indicator of inability by learners to 

vary vocabulary. This finding agreed with Adoyo (2004) who argured that there are limited 

operational vocabularies in signs used in regular communication by learners who are deaf. 

This limitation in the deaf learner‟s first language limits vocabulary in use in their everyday 

conversation Lack of variance of vocabulary was as a result of limited signs in KSL which is 

the medium of communication during lessons for learners who are deaf. As seen in excerpt 6. 
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Excerpt 6: Errors Related to Limited vocabulary   

 

 

 Key-   R - Repetition 
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 Analyses of the written work by the Deaf learners in Upper Primary classes in Nkuru Region 

indicate limited vocabulary in use in expressive language in written English. Findings from 

this current study concurred with Mulonda, (2013) Ogada (2012), Lucas (2001) who 

established that among challenges learners who are deaf face in learning of vocabulary was 

limited available signs for vocabulary. Sign language deficient environments led to deficient 

vocabulary acquisition. The current study was important as it demonstrated how KSL 

negatively impacted on choice of vocabulary in written English grammar by learners who are 

deaf in Upper Primary classes in Nakuru Region, Kenya 

 Results from this present study indicate that lack of mastery of vocabulary in written English 

grammar is a contributing factor to low academic performance in written English grammar in 

Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) terminal examination among learners who 

were deaf in Nakuru Region-kenya.     

4.1.2 Vocabulary Errors Related to Pronouns 

From content analysis of written work, most learners who are Deaf, 132 (93.62%) used the 

pronouns wrongly. For example, from Content analysis of the written work presented as 

excerpt 36(written work by learner 25). 
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Excerpt 36: Vocabulary Errors Related to Pronouns 

 

Key: WP -Wrong pronoun 
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 Errors in pronouns included misplacement and or wrong use of pronouns marked as WP in 

the excerpt.  Examples of Such errors in learners‟ written work were phrases such as;  “ 

children i our... ,” the two pronouns are misplaced and wrongly used. The child got mixed up 

with the pronouns:  I- for first person pronoun and our-first person possessive pronoun.  In 

correct English the child would have written „our children and I.....‟ this character of 

presentation of ideas is a KSL  since  Sign languages are topical in  nature  KSL included. So 

that object in the sentence came first. In the same excerpt, wrongly used pronouns such as, 

„thank you me.....” to mean “you have to thank me...”. Impact of sign language on written 

English grammar was evident from the learners‟ written when it comes to appropriate use of 

pronouns.  

Finding of this present study agreed with Zaho (2009), who observed that, vocabulary plays a 

crucial role in acquisition of a language. However the present study held a contrary opinion 

on Lexical chunks retrieved and processed as whole unites which may not enhance accuracy 

and fluency of English language for learners who are deaf. This may significantly hinder or 

slow the process of mastery of written English especially in English for Foreign Language 

Learners (EFL) who are deaf.  

 Findings from this current study indicated that learners who are Deaf had little mastery on 

use of pronouns, which forms part of vocabulary. The learners either were unable to use the 

pronouns correctly or misplaced the pronouns. These findings are in agreement with Irokaba 

(2006) who concluded that learners who have limited knowledge of a second language (L2) 

will experience lack of effective communication when using L2 as an expressive language. 

To triangulate the findings of learners‟ written work, the researcher used teachers‟ 

questionnaire to get views from teachers for English teaching respective classes for learners 

who are deaf as regards learners‟ competence in English vocabulary. The findings were 
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coded and analysed using frequency counts, percentages and means. The results were 

summarized and tabulated in Table 4.1.2. 

Table 4.1.2: Opinion of Teachers on Variety of vocabulary in use in Written English 

Grammar by Learners who are Deaf (n=18)  

Statement SA    A    U       D           SD  mean  

Randomly written words difficult to 

make sense 

17(94%)   1(6%)    0      0             0  4.9  

Written English vocabulary repeatedly 

used 

15(83%) 3(17%)   0     0            0  4.83  

Fairly broad written English 

vocabulary used in context  

0    0  0 1(6%)   17(94%)  1.06  

 Broad written English vocabulary 

used in context 

0    0  0   0 18(100%)  1.06  

          KEY  

SA-Strongly Agree    A-Agree     U-Undecided    D- Disagree       SD- Strongly Disagree 

  As seen in Table 4.1.2, Ninety four percent of teachers who participated in the study 

Strongly Agreed (SA) with the statement: Randomly written words were difficult to make 

sense. A mean of 4.9 being  above 3.00 which is the threshold score of being in agreement 

with the statement indicated that teachers who took part in this study were in agreement with 

the statement.   In the same way those teachers were in agreement with the statement, 

„Written English vocabulary repeatedly used‟. That was confirmed by a mean of 4.83 

representing participants responding in agreement with the statement. The statement‟ Fairly 

broad written English vocabulary used in context‟ was Strongly Disagreed (SD) with by over 

ninety percent of teachers who took part in the study. The entire population 18 (100%) of 

teachers also  Strongly Disagreed (SD) with statement: written English by learners who are 

deaf mostly contain very broad and varied correctly used vocabulary, both statements were 

confirmed by a weak mean of  1.06 as a mean below 2.5 meant that respondents were not  in 
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agreement with the statement. The findings from this study, therefore, confirmed that in 

primary schools learners who are deaf were faced with a challenge in acquisition of sufficient 

vocabulary in English to aid meaningful self expression in written English grammar.  As 

Lucas (2001) pointed out in his study that while a dictionary for English will define a word, 

give its correct pronunciation in phonetics, points out different ways how that word is spelt, 

explain its origin and give its correct use in sentences; Kenya Sign language (KSL) dictionary 

will only define a sign by providing an equivalent translation in written English. For example, 

the current online KSL dictionary only shows how a word is signed (articulated) without 

explaining its meaning.  

The findings were summarized and tabulated in table 5, a criterion mean score of 3.00 or 

above meant that the respondents were in agreement with the statements, while a mean score 

less than 2.5 meant that the respondents disagree with the statements. In this regard therefore 

a mean of above 4.00 meant that respondents in this study were in agreement with the 

statement that learners who are deaf use randomly written words difficult to make tense in 

written English in the same way they did with the statement that learners who are deaf had 

written English vocabulary repeatedly used. On the contrary respondents in this study were 

neither in agreement with the statements that learners who are deaf used fairly broad written 

vocabulary in English used in context nor broad varied vocabulary correctly used in written 

English. as seen from the findings which posted a mean of 1.06 each.  

The findings from this current study were in agreement with Geers et al (2009) who 

established that if vocabulary acquisition was not sufficient and efficient; learners were faced 

with a challenge in receptive and expressive language in written English. However the 

finding of this present study specifically demonstrate how Kenyan Sign Language affected 

choice  and use of pronouns  in written English by learners who are deaf in upper primary  
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classes in Nakuru Region. Results from this current study indicated that lack of mastery of 

appropriate choice and use of pronouns as element of vocabulary is a contributing factor to 

low academic performance in written English grammar in Kenya Certificate of Primary 

Education (KCPE) terminal examination among primary school learners who are deaf in 

Nakuru Region-Kenya.    

4.2 Impact  of Kenyan Sign Language on Syntactical Patterns of Written English 

Written work by learners who are deaf was analysed using content analysis to determine 

impact of Kenyan Sign Language (KSL) on syntactical patterns of written English. Students 

prose work was analysed using document analysis guide.  All the 141 students‟ work was 

available for analysis as the schools involved were residential schools for learners who are 

deaf. Data obtained was summarised and tabulated as shown in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 (n=141) 

Syntax correctly expressed 

in  

         f         % 

L1       137         97.16 

L2       3         2.84 

 

From content analysis of pupils‟ written English grammar the following themes emerged in 

regard to Impact of Kenyan Sign Language on written language grammar among primary 

school learners who are deaf.  
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4.2.1 Errors in word order 

From content analysis of learners‟ written work, out of 141 learners who are deaf who formed 

the study sample population 137 (97.16%) had errors in word order. For example from the 

written work of learner 30, excerpt 9 was extracted with the following errors in word order. 

Excerpt 9: Errors in word order 
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Errors noted were common to most learners who are deaf: such error were,/...Company 

people picture ....,/ to mean: „picture of the company workers‟ /..... Test teacher 

write../instead of „teacher wrote the test.‟ Both these phrase;   company people picture and 

test teacher write evidently adhere to KSL sentence word order of Object/Subject/Verb 

(OSV) Instead of the learner using Subject/verb/object (SVO) English word order, to have: 

„picture of the company workers...‟ and „Teacher wrote the test‟. The phrase compound 

sweep by learner 30 is KSL word order-OSV, instead of SVO English word order, so that the 

sentence would have been sweep the compound. Likewise, Learner 31 made various errors in 

word order as seen in pupils written work presented as excerpt 73. 
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Excerpt 6: Errors in word order  
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 Evident from excerpt 6; appendix  C, written English grammar by learners who are deaf 

tended to have an inclination towards KSL word order as was the case in most 137 (97.16%) 

pupils English grammar work. There were a lot of phrases written directly as signed in KSL. 

Such as „...book story read....‟ should have been, „.... read the story book.‟ „....people school 

alot happy....‟ should have been, „A lot of people in school were happy‟, it is evident learners 

who are Deaf use OSV word order, which is used in KSL. The same effect is transferred to 

written English grammar.  This observation is in agreement with Angel (2014), Adoyo(2004) 

who established that learners who are deaf portrayed specific patterns of errors in word order. 

The finding of this present study were important as it specifically showed how Kenyan  sign 

language impacted on written English word order pattern by  Upper Primary classes  learners 

who are deaf in Nakuru Region. Results from this current study indicate that lack of mastery 

of written English word order was a contributing factor to low academic performance in 

written English grammar in Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) terminal 

examination among primary school learners who were deaf in Nakuru Region-Kenya.    

4.2.2: Errors of Omission in Syntax 

 From content analysis of written English work of Deaf learners in Upper Primary classes in 

Nakuru Region, there was evidence of various omissions. Majority, 139 (98.58%), of learners 

who were Deaf in upper primary had errors related to omissions of grammatical items. 

Pupils‟ written work presented as excerpt 31 was a typical example of written English 

grammar among this category of learners. 
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Excerpt 31: Errors of omission in syntax 
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From excerpt 31 the following sentence “...classroom children in read”  is an example of 

how  written work by learners who are deaf  had numerous errors of omission. /...classroom 

children in read/ should have been „children read in the classroom.‟ Article „the‟ has been 

omitted. From the same excerpt, the phrase, /..... People game ball run basket/ should have 

been:  „....in basket ball, people run with the ball.‟  Two prepositions „in‟ and with‟ were 

omitted in such a short statement. This is an indicator of the fact that KSL mode of 

communication is practically short and topical in nature, leaving out words which may crowd 

the sentence.  KSL sentence structure has a negative effect on written English grammar work 

by learners who are deaf. written work by Learner 52, displayed as excerpt 12 had omission 

of article; the and auxiliary verb with, as a result of effect of Kenya Sign Language which 

does not use articles and often leaves out auxiliary verb in its morphosyntactics These 

findings are in conformity with Raga (2014) Hochgensang (2007), Adoyo 2004 who 

established that areas of difficulty particularly include acquisition of syntax. This was 

reflected in written work by most learners who are deaf represented by Excerpt 12: Errors of 

omission in syntax 
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The written work by Learner 52, displayed as excerpt 12 omission of „the‟ and, „with‟ in the  

was as a result of effect of KSL which does not  use  articles in its morphology. This was 

reflected in written work by most learners who are deaf.  

 It is evident from excerpt 12, omission of plural marker morpheme/s/ within the noun in the 

phrase, “........ BIRD TWO....” which should have been “.....  two birds..” the morpheme /s/ in 

the word bird was omitted as a result of impact of  KSL on written English. In KSL plural is 

marked by signing of singular noun proceeded by a specific number reduplication of the 

noun. Such morphological impacts were evident in excerpt 12 above. The finding of this 

present study agrees with. Bochner and Bochner (2009) established that Sign languages are 

limited in the use of English language articles. This limitation distorts the intended meaning 

of written English sentence. 

 Finding of this present study, however, specifically demonstrated how   lack of articles and 

auxiliary verbs in Kenyan sign language results in omission of articles and auxiliary verbs in 

syntactical patterns of written English grammar by learners who are deaf. Results from this 

current study indicated that lack of mastery of syntactical patterns in written English 

grammar is a contributing factor to low academic performance in written English grammar in 

Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) terminal examination among upper primary 

learners who are deaf in Nakuru Region-Kenya.     

 4.2.3 Errors of Commission in Syntax 

From the content analysis, most learners 135 (95.74%) who are deaf had errors of 

commission either in spellings or repetition and reduplication of words in their written work.  

From excerpt 19 and excerpt 43, errors of commission were noted as follows: The phrase 

“...... teacher first work come come happy....” the error of commission is seen in the 

repetition of the word come. Other than this lack of proper punctuation was common in the 
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written work of learners who are deaf. In the second phrase,“..... well cook cook many.....”  

Repeating of the word cook is an error of commission and written in present tense, while 

actually the child was talking of a past event.  Error of commission were evident in most 

learners‟ written English grammar work  such as seen  displayed as excerpt, 12  
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Excerpt 12: Error of reduplication and repetition of words     

From excerpt 12, various errors of commission were observed. Such as in the phrase “....... 
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BIRD TWO GATE STAND STAND.......” stand was an error of commission. Although, the 

same has numerous errors of ambiguity in terms of error in word order, and the word bird is 

not pluralised yet the learner had mentioned two birds. 

In the phrase,  “........ man milk cow cow...”  the word cow in the phrase has been repeated. 

 In KSL reduplication of a verb denotes; emphasis or habitual occurrence. Reduplication of a 

noun denotes plurality of the same. Error of reduplication or and repetition of words in 

written English grammar among learners who are deaf is an effect of KSL. This occurrence is 

evident in learners‟ written work presented as excerpts 19 and 13, These findings are in 

conformity with Raga (2014)  Hochgensang (2007),Adoyo 2004 who established that areas of 

difficulty particularly include acquisition of syntax such as deviation from canonical word 

order and limited breadth and depth of lexical knowledge of language.  However findings 

from this present study from content analysis of written work of learners who are deaf in 

primary schools, show how Kenya Sign Language syntactical word order reduplicating or 

repetition of words directly transferred to written English grammar by learners who are deaf. 

These findings confirmed that Kenyan sign language had a negative Impact on written 

English syntax by learners who are deaf.  

Results from content analysis of learners‟ work were triangulated with views from teachers 

for English in schools for learners who are deaf. Questionnaires were used to collect   

teachers‟ opinion on effect of KSL on syntax of written English by learners who are deaf. 

The results were tabulated in Table 4.2.1. 
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Table 4.2.1: Rating 0pinion of teachers for English on syntactical pattern in Written 

English Grammar among Learners who are Deaf (n=18) 

Statement SA  

f (%) 

A  

f (%) 

U 

f (%) 

D 

f (%) 

 

SD 

f (%) 

Mean  

Word order not 

grammatically correct in 

English 

18(100%) 0 0 0 0 5  

Omission of written 

English grammar items 

such as  articles 

16(89%) 2(11%) 0 0 0 4.89  

Reduplication and or 

Repetition of words 

17(94%) 1(6%) 0 0 0 4.94  

Writing full word or 

sentences in capital 

letters 

18(100%) 0 0 0 0 5  

                KEY 

SA-Strongly Agree    A-Agree     U-Undecided    D- Disagree       SD- Strongly Disagree 

Syntactically correct English sentence patterns differ as determined by sentence type. Such 

sentences are; affirmative, negative, imperative, interrogative and declarative sentences 

Adoyo (2004). Competence in variation on: subject/ verb/ object (SVO) order shapes 

proficiency in written English for learners who are deaf. Whenever the SVO order is 

disturbed, the resulting sentence pattern often poses a challenge for students who are deaf.  

Results tabulated in table 4.2.1 confirmed that. The entire 18 (100%) respondents strongly 

agreed (SA) with the statement: Word order in written English grammar by learners who are 

deaf were not grammatically correct.  

On errors of omission 16 (89%) of 18 respondents strongly agreed (SA) that Written English 

sentences show omission of articles (a,an,the) or affixes eg -/s/,/_ation/, /un-/; the remaining 2 
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(11%)  agreed(A) with the statement as well.  17(94%) of respondents strongly agreed (SA) 

that written work of learners had reduplication and repetition of words. 94% strongly agreed 

(SA) with that statement, only 6% agreed (A).  All the 18 (100%) of teachers for English 

were in agreement with the statement that learners who are deaf Write full words or sentences 

in capital letters.  

A mean score of more than 3.00 meant that the respondents were in agreement with the 

statement.  From the findings in this study all the respondents were in agreement with all the 

statements as the mean representing respondents responses were above 4.89. From these 

findings therefore, it was evidently concluded that deviation from canonical word order, 

limited breadth and depth of lexical knowledge pose a challenge in mastery of appropriate 

sentence structure in written English grammar by learners who are deaf. Syntactical 

grammatical errors ranging from   incorrect word order, omission of English grammar 

articles, multiple misspelled words and writing entire words or sentences in capital letters.  

The current study findings are in concurrence with Ogada (2012), power (2002) and Traxler 

(2000) all established that learners who are deaf had challenges in mastery of expressive 

written English grammar. However, findings from the current study confirmed specific 

impact Kenyan Sign Language has on syntactical pattern of Written English grammar among 

upper primary school learners who are deaf. Results from this current study indicate that lack 

of mastery of correct syntactical pattern in written grammar was a contributing factor for low 

academic performance in written English grammar among learners who are deaf at Kenya 

Certificate of Primary Education terminal examination in Nakuru Region-kenya.   
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 4.3 Impact of Kenyan Sign Language on Tense Markers in Written English 

The researcher aimed at establishing the effect of KSL on various tense markers in written 

English. Tense markers analysed included present tenses, simple past, continuous tenses and 

participles.    Document Analysis of the written work by learners who are deaf was done.  All 

the 141 students‟ work was available for analysis as the schools involved were residential 

schools for learners who are deaf. Data obtained was summarised and tabulated as shown in 

Table 4.3.1 

Table 4.3.1: Impact of Kenyan Sign Language on Tense Markers in Written 

English(n=141) 

 Competence in tense 

markers 

f % 

Present 139 98 

Past 2 1.42 

Continuous                       4 2.83 

Participles                       3 2.13 

   

 

 From the findings tabulated in table 4.3.1 the following sub-themes emerged: 

4.3.1 Present Tense markers 

None of the learners had difficulties in marking simple present tense 139 (98%) had fair 

mastery of marking present tense in written English grammar. This is because in KSL verbs 

are signed in simple present tense which is either preceded or preceded by a NOW/ PAST/ 

FUTURE sign to show the tense.  
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The way in which simple present tense is marked in KSL had a positive impact on marking 

simple present tense in written English grammar. The majority, 139 (100%) of 141 learners 

who are deaf were able to express verbs in simple present competently. Only 2(1%) could not 

writ coherent sentences. This finding was in conformity with (Cook 2007) who established 

that Learning of a second language (L2) is not so much an isolated thing as it builds on the 

rules and grammar of the first language (L1) by discovering how to set parameters for the new 

language. 

The findings of this study established that sign language way of signing verbs in their simple 

present form had a positive Impact on how learners who are deaf express simple present in 

written English grammar. However, the challenge was seen to be with the effect of KSL on 

correct use of other forms of the tense markers such as, past, continuous and participle form 

of the tense. 

4.3.2 Past Tense Markers 

 From analysis of learners written work only 2(1.41%) learners were able to indicate past 

tense in written English fairly well. Majority, 139(97.59%), of learners in this study could not 

express past tense correctly in written English.   Past tense markers of –ed and –d were either 

missing or wrongly marked, irregular verbs were not written correctly in past tense form. 

Example from excerpt 43 the learner wrote /... bird two gate stand..../ instead of „..two birds 

stood...‟  learner 62   wrote/:..school clean.. / should have been „,... school was 

cleaned...‟,/...people run.../ instead of „ ... people ran...‟,  /classrrom receive.../ instead of 

„classroom received‟.  

These findings were consistent with Angela (2014) who established that there are some 

specific patterns of errors with learners who are deaf. These errors involved lack of mastery 
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in use of phoneme /s/ indicative of verb tense, regular past tense-ed, and –d, and irregular 

past tense markers. However the findings of this present study specifically showed how lack 

of proper tense marker signs in Kenya sign language negatively Impacted on the way  

primary school learners who are deaf mark past tense in written English grammar.   

Results from this study therefore are indicators that lack of mastery of appropriate tense 

markers in written English grammar is a contributing factor to low academic performance in 

written English grammar in Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) terminal 

examination among primary school learners who are deaf in Nakuru Region-Kenya.      

4.3.3 Continuous Tense Markers    

In the present study, errors in marking present continuous tense were noted from content 

analysis of learners written English. A majority of learners, 137 (97.17%) who are Deaf 

implied poor mastery of continuous tense such as seen in the written English work of learner 

9  excerpt 15. This kind of error was common to most 137 (97.17%) learners who are deaf. 

For example, learners marked present continuous tense as follows /.... i was mandeying..” , “ 

whanpawing”, “....papeing”, “.... yoeaging”, “friending” are indicators of   lack of mastery 

of the use of continuous marker /– ing/ in written English by learners who are deaf. this is so 

since KSL does not have the element of indicating continuous tense except when signing in 

Signed Exact English (SEE). Consequently learners who are Deaf were seen to use /–ing/ 

tense marker indiscriminatively in written English grammar work.  

These findings agreed with Adoyo (2004) who established that English tense markers mix up 

a learner who is deaf quite easily. This occurs as the L1 of learners with hearing impairment, 

do not have distinct specific signs to mark tenses in its different forms.   

 However results from this present study specifically show how primary school learners who 
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are deaf indiscriminatively use /–ing/ tense marker  in written English grammar indicative of 

negative Impact  of  KSL  on written English grammar among learners who are deaf as is 

evident in excerpt  15  appendix C. 

     Excerpt 15: Errors in Continuous tense    
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4.3.4. Participle tense markers 

From  content analysis of learner‟s written work, errors in marking participles such as pointed 

out  was  because the learner thinks in KSL while putting it down as written English. Kenyan 

sign language has a different marker‘... FINISH...’ used to denote past participle in KSL. 

This being different from the marker for participles in written English poses a challenge to 

learners who are deaf when expressing the same in writing in English as seen in written 

English work by learner 33 labelled as Excerpt 76 in appendix C: Errors in Participle tense 

markers marked as pp in the excerpt 

Excerpt 76: Errors in Participle tense markers  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key: PP  participle 
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From excerpt 76, the phrase “...... cow in good see been good.... ” to mean, „.....the cow  has 

been good.‟ The phrase was supposed to have been in past participle. However, the learner 

had limited mastery of the tense marker for past participle in written English.  Current study 

findings concur with (Adoyo 2004, Cook 2007).  Who established that learning of L2  is 

influenced by pre determined rules and norms of  L1.  The majority, 138 (97.87%) ,of 

Learners who are deaf  were faced with a challenge of marking  participles form of the verb 

in their written work as a result of effect of KSL (L1) on written English grammar(L2). Only 3 

(2.13%) could express participle aspect of the verb fairly well in written English  

Triangulation of these findings was done using questionnaire for teachers teaching English to 

the respective classes for learners who are deaf. Results were analysed, summarized and 

presented in table 9 

Table 4.3.2: Opinion of Teachers for English on Tense markers in Written English 

Grammar among Learners who are Deaf (n=18)  

Statement SA A U     D     SD Mean  

Simple present tense is 

easily mastered  

18(100%) 0(0%) 0(0%)  0(0%) 0(0%)      5  

Past tense is easily 

mastered 

0(0%) 0(0%) 1(5%) 3(17%) 14(78%)     1.28  

Continuous tense is easily 

mastered 

4(22%) 14(78%)  0(0%) 0(0%) 0(0%)     4.22  

Perfect/ passive tense is 

easily mastered 

0(0%) 0(0%)  0(0%) 0(0%) 18(100%)     1  

KEY 

SA-Strongly Agree    A-Agree     U-Undecided    D- Disagree       SD- Strongly Disagree 

 All 18(100%) teachers for English for primary school learners who are deaf were in  strongly 

in agreement with the statement: Present simple tense is easily mastered by learners who are 
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deaf. On the statement on continuous tens: Continuous tense is easily mastered by learners 

who are deaf, 4 (22%) strongly agreed (SA) with the support of 14 (78%) who agreed (A) 

with the statement. 14 (78%) strongly disagreed (SA) with the statement: Past tense is easily 

mastered by learners who are deaf. Statement on mastery of perfect/passive: Perfect/ passive 

tense is easily mastered by learners who are deaf, was strongly opposed by all the 18 

respondents who strongly disagreed with the statement.  

A mean greater than 3.00 meant that the respondents were in agreement with the statements. 

While a mean less than 2.5 meant that the respondents disagreed with the statements.  It  was 

therefore  apparent that respondents were in agreement with the statement Simple present 

tense is easily mastered and Continuous tense is easily mastered and Continuous tense is 

easily mastered, With a mean of 5 and 4.22 respectively. While respondents  did not agree 

with the statements: Past tense is easily mastered  and Perfect/ passive tense is easily 

mastered,  represented by a mean of 1.8 and 1.0 respectively. 

 From the finding KSL had a positive impact on mastery of simple present tense among 

learners who are deaf as agreed by 100% of respondents with a mean of 5.On the other hand 

KSL had a negative impact on how tenses were marked in written English by primary school 

learners who are deaf. Results from this current study agreed with the findings by Adoyo 

(2004) and Angela (2014) who established that learners who are deaf show a particular 

pattern in errors which include plural markers. However this study specifically demonstrated 

how Kenya sign language had a negative impact on the way tenses were marked in written 

English grammar upper primary school learners who are deaf. Results from this current study 

confirmed that lack of mastery of tense markers in written English grammar was a 

contributing factor to low academic performance in written English grammar in Kenya 
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Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) terminal examination among upper primary  classes  

learners who are deaf in Nakuru Region-Kenya.    

4.4  Impact of Kenyan Sign Language on Singular and Plural Markers 

Data on objective four was analysed using content analysis method on pupils written English 

prose work. Results from document analysis of learners written English were analysed 

summarized and tabulated as presented in table 10. 

Table 4.3.3: Results of pupils competence in marking singular and plurals in written 

English (n= 141)    

mode  Plural f (%)   Singular f (%) 

KSL  134 (95%)   135 (96%) 

English  2 (1%)   3 (2%) 

Indefinite 5 (4%)   3 (2%) 

 

These results showed that majority, 134 (95%), of learners who are deaf expressed plural 

items in the same way plurals are marked in KSL. This finding is a confirmation that KSL 

negatively affect the way learners who are deaf mark plural forms in written English 

grammar. Only 2(1%) of learners who are deaf were able to fairly mark plurals appropriately 

in written English grammar. 5 (4%) of 141 learners who are deaf showed no definite 

structured way in the way they marked plurals in their written work. The trends seem to be 

the same with singular markers. Majority, 135 (96%), of learners who are deaf expressed 

singular items in the same way singular is marked in KSL. This result is a confirmation that 

KSL negatively Impact on the way learners who are deaf mark singular forms in written 

English grammar. Only 3 (2%) of learners who are deaf were able to fairly mark singulars 
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appropriately in written English grammar.   3 (2%) of 141 learners who are deaf showed no 

definite structured way in the way they marked singular in their written work.  

Written work of learner 52 presented as excerpt 12 is typical of errors in plural and singular 

markers in written English work by learners who are deaf in upper primary classes in Nakuru 

Region 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 
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Excerpt 12: Errors in plural and singular markers in written English (Appendix C)  
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From content analysis of the learners‟ work, the following errors were noted on how plurals 

were marked in written English by primary school learners who are deaf. Content analysis of 

Learner 52 written work presented as excerpt 12, showed errors in marking plurals such as 

“....... BIRD TWO” to mean two birds„...... FAMILY MANY‟ to mean: „many families‟. The 

phrase bird two is the direct transcription of KSL way for marking of plurals; noun followed 

by a number. KSL transcription of plural marker was noted in written English work by 

majority of learners who are deaf. learners who are deaf marked plural in written English  by 

writing a  noun in its singular form followed by a plural descriptive word such as „many‟. 

This implied Impact of KSL transposition on marking plurals in written English among 

learners who are deaf. Inflection of KSL Impact on the way plurals are marked in written 

English. Therefore, it was evidently conclusive that KSL affected the marking of plurals in 

written English among learners who are deaf. However, there was no evidence suggestive of 

KSL affecting the marking of singular in written English among Deaf learners in primary 

schools.  

Findings from the current study, concurs with study findings by Hochgensang (2007), who 

observed that learners who are Deaf had difficulty in literacy in areas such as syntax and 

vocabulary such as inflectional affixes, function words, deviation from canonical word order 

and limited breadth and depth of lexical knowledge. From findings of the present study it was 

evident that, learners had difficulties in marking plurals in written English. For example, from 

pupils written work shown in excerpt 89: plural form was denoted by a number after a noun 

written in its singular form, „bird two‟, to mean: „two birds‟, „food many‟ to mean: „a lot of 

food‟ „water many‟, instead of: „much water‟.  The findings of the current study Evidently 

established that KSL transposition had negative Impact on the way plurals were marked  in 

written English grammar by learners who are deaf. 
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Triangulation of this finding was done using teachers questionnaire on how KSL affected 

marking of singular and plurals in written English among learners who are deaf. The data was 

analysed using frequency counts, percentages and mean. Results were presented in table 4.3.3 

        

Table 4.3.3: Opinion of teachers on written English Singular and Plural Markers (n=18) 

Statement     SA       A         U     D       SD  Mean  

 Plural/ singular 

markers Grammatically 

correct in  KSL  often 

used 

17(94%) 1(6%)      0(0%)    0(0%)     0(0%)  4.94  

Plural/singular  

markers grammatically 

correct in written 

English  often used 

0(0%) 0(0%)  0(0%)   2(11%)  16(89%)  1.11  

                                                   KEY 

SA-Strongly Agree    A-Agree     U-Undecided    D- Disagree       SD- Strongly Disagree 

From results on table 11 showed that all respondents either strongly agreed 17 (78%) or just 

agreed 1 (22%) with the statement: Grammatically correct KSL singular/ plural markers are 

commonly in use. The mean of 4.94 representing teachers opinion confirm that respondents 

were in agreement with the statement. . All respondents of which 2 (22%) disagreed and 16 

(78%) strongly disagreed with the statement: Grammatically correct English singular/ plural 

markers are commonly in use, with a mean of 1.11.Findings from this current study is in 

concurrence with the findings by (Medel & Flexer2008), Traxler (2000) who established that 

sign language being a first language for learners who are deaf do not have distinct specific 

signs to mark plurals. However the finding of this present study is important as it specifically 

show how Kenyan sign language impacted on the way the   marking of plural and singular in 
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written English by learners who are deaf is done. This study therefore was important as it 

specifically established Impact of transposition of Kenyan sign language on plurals markers 

in written English grammar among learners who are deaf in primary school in classes five, 

six and seven in Nakuru Region in Kenya.  Results from this current study indicated that 

transposition of KSL on plural marker in written English grammar is a contributing factor to 

low academic performance in written English grammar in Kenya Certificate of Primary 

Education (KCPE) terminal examination among upper primary classes learners who are deaf 

in Nakuru Region-Kenya.    
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Summary of the Findings  

5.1.1 Impact of Kenya Sign Language on Choice of Vocabulary. 

The first objective of this study was to analyse Impact of KSL transcription on choice of 

vocabulary in use in written English Grammar among upper primary classes‟ learners who 

are deaf. Results from this study established that: Majority of learners who are deaf, 132 

(93.62%) had Very Low Level (VLL) of mastery of vocabulary. Low level (LL) ability Deaf 

learners (7) formed 4.96%. Only 2 (1.42%) of learners who are deaf had Medium Level (ML) 

mastery of vocabulary. None (0%) of these learners had High Level (HL) or Very High Level 

(VHL) mastery of vocabulary. All, 141 (100%) had difficulties in spellings, appropriate use 

of pronouns and used repetition of words as a result of limited vocabulary.  

 Of 18 teachers 17 forming 94%   Strongly Agreed (SA) with the statement that learners who 

are deaf wrote words randomly which were difficult to make sense.  The remaining 1 ( 6%) 

also Agreed (A) to the same statement.15 forming 83% of the teachers Strongly Agreed (SA) 

that written English by learners who are deaf mostly contained vocabulary repeatedly used. 

The remaining 3(17%) were in agreement (A) as well. None (0%) of the interviewed teachers 

was of the opinion that this group of learners had broad or fairly broad and varied vocabulary 

in their written English.  

These results, therefore, established that Kenyan sign language transcription negatively 

impacted on choice of vocabulary used in written English grammar by learners who are deaf 

in upper primary classes in Nakuru Region in Kenya.  
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5.1.2 Impact of Kenya Sign Language on Syntax in Written English 

The second objective of this study was to determine Impact of Kenyan sign language 

transcription on syntactical patterns of written English grammar by learners who are deaf. 

Results from this study with sample population of 141 (100%) learners who are deaf had 137 

(97.16%) had their written English work depicting great orientation towards Kenyan sign 

language word order of Object/Subject/Verb (OSV). Only 3 learners forming 2.84% managed 

to put down written English in fairly correct basic syntactical word order of 

Subject/Verb/Object (SVO).     

139 (98.58%) learners who are Deaf experienced a lot of errors related to omissions of 

grammatical elements such as omission of articles and plural markers auxiliary verbs.  

Flossing of words or whole phrases.135 (95.74%) learners who are deaf had errors of 

commission in written English grammar, these errors were reduplication, repetition or wrong 

spelling of words and inappropriate use of pronoun 

The findings of this study established that majority (97.16%) of learners had KSL sentence 

structure direct transcription on written English grammar. Sentences Written  by  primary 

school learners who are deaf had a great orientation towards  KSL sentence structure of 

Object/Subject/Verb (OSV) word order contrary to English grammar word order which   is 

basically Subject/Verb/Object (SVO) word order. Majority (97.16%) of learners who are deaf 

wrote entire word or prose work in capital letters which was direct flossing of KSL on written 

English grammar among upper primary learners who are deaf.  

5.1.3 Impact of Kenyan Sign Language on Tense Markers in Written English Grammar 

The third objective of this study was to establish impact of Kenyan sign language 

transcription on tense markers in written English grammar. Findings from this study 
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established that none of the learners had difficulties in marking simple present tense. 139 

(98%) of 141 had fair mastery of marking present tense in written English grammar. This is 

because in KSL verbs are signed in simple present tense which is either preceded or preceded 

by a descriptive adjective of time to show the tense. The way in which simple present tense is 

marked in KSL had a positive impact on marking simple present tense in written English 

grammar. 0nly 2 (1%) were unable to write coherent sentences. Majority 139 (98%), of 

learners in this study could not express past tense correctly in written English,  past tense 

markers  of –ed and –d  were  either missing or wrongly marked, irregular verbs  in past tense 

were not written  correctly. These findings established errors in use of phoneme /s/ indicative 

of verb tense, regular past tense-ed, and –d, and irregular past tense markers.  

Errors in marking continuous tense were noted from content analysis of learners written 

English. Majority of learners, 137 (97.17%) who are Deaf implied poor mastery of 

continuous tense in written English. learners who are Deaf were seen to  use /–ing/ 

continuous tense marker  indiscriminatively in written English grammar work. 

 The majority 138 (97.87%) of Learners who are deaf  were faced with a challenge of 

marking  participles form of the verb in their written work as a result of impact of KSL 

transcription on written English grammar. Only 3 (2.13%) could express participle aspect of 

the verb fairly well in written English grammar.  

All the 18 (100%) teachers for English for learners who are deaf strongly agreed with the 

statement: Present simple tense is easily mastered by learners who are deaf. 14 (78%) 

strongly disagreed and 3 (17%) disagreed with the statement: Past tense is easily mastered by 

learners who are deaf.  On the statement on continuous tens: Continuous tense is easily 

mastered by learners who are deaf, 14 (78%) strongly disagreed with the support of 4 (22%) 

who agreed with the statement. Statement on mastery of perfect/passive: Perfect/ passive 
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tense is easily mastered by learners who are deaf, was strongly disagreed by all the 18 

respondents. Results from this research work clearly indicated that transcription of KSL on 

written English grammar had a negative impact on how tenses were marked in written 

English by upper primary classes‟ learners who are deaf. This study specifically 

demonstrated how transcription of KSL had a negative impact on the way tenses were 

marked in written English grammar by upper primary classes‟ learners who are deaf. 

 5.1.4 Impact of KSL on Singular /Plural Markers in Written English Grammar 

The fourth objective of this study was to examine Impact of Kenya sign language on singular 

and plural markers in written English grammar.  

Results from this study showed that majority, 135 (96%), of primary school learners who are 

Deaf used KSL  directly transcribed  KSL mode to express plural and singular forms in 

written English grammar. Negative effect of KSL transcription was evident in the way 

learners who are deaf marked plural in written English by writing a noun in its singular form 

followed by either a singular or plural numeral to denote plural or singular. Use of Quantity 

descriptive words such as „many‟ a lot...‟ were also used to mark plurals in written English. 

Only 3(2%) of learners who are deaf were able to mark plurals and singulars fairly well in 

written English grammar. 

 From 18 teachers, 17 (78%) strongly agreed, and 1 (22%) agreed with the statement: 

Grammatically correct KSL singular/ plural markers are commonly in use. 

2(22%) disagreed and 16(78%) strongly disagreed with the statement: 

Grammatically correct English singular/ plural markers are commonly in 

use...., This established that upper primary classel learners who are deaf  experience 
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challenges in marking plural/singular  in written English due  to impact  of KSL transcription 

on written English grammar.  

5.2 Conclusions  

The following conclusions were made based on the findings per objective of the study: 

5.2.1 Impact of KSL on Choice of Vocabulary in Written English among Learners who 

were Deaf 

This study concluded that KSL had negative impact on choice of vocabulary used in written 

English among primary school learners who are deaf. Learners had difficulties in spelling, 

appropriate use of pronouns and limited vocabulary. These were considered to be among   

major factors which contributed to low academic performance in written English grammar in 

Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) realised by primary school learners who are 

deaf.  

5.2.2 Impact of Kenya Sign Language on Syntactical Patterns of Written English. 

Based on findings of the study, KSL transcription had negative impact on syntax in written 

English grammar. Written English work of learners who are deaf had errors in canonical 

word order, Object/Subject/Verb (OSV) which is KSL basic word order was commonly 

written instead of Subject/Verb/Object (SVO) which is  written English  basic word order. 

This was considered to be among major factors which contributed to low academic 

performance in written English grammar in KCPE realised by Upper Primary classes  

learners who are deaf.   
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5.2.3 Impact of KSL on Tense Markers in Written English Grammar  

 Based on the findings of the study, transcription of KSL on written English simple present 

tense had a positive impact on marking simple present tense in written English grammar by  

Upper Primary  classes  learners who are deaf. However the challenge was with past tense. 

The way learners marked simple past tense conformed to the way past tense was signed in 

KSL. Past tense markers of –ed and –d were either missing or wrongly marked irregular 

verbs were neither written correctly in past tense form. Learners who are deaf demonstrated 

incompetence in marking of participle form of the verb in written English attributed to 

negative impact of KSL transcription on written English grammar  

5.2.4 Impact of KSL on Plurals/singulars in written English grammar 

 Based on the findings of the study it was concluded that written English plural and singular 

markers by learners, who are deaf, conformed to the way plural/singular are marked in KSL. 

Impact of KSL on written English grammar was concluded to be among major factors which 

contributed to low academic performance in written English grammar in KCPE realised by    

upper primary classes‟ learners who are deaf.  

5.3 Recommendations 

Based on the findings of this current study, the following recommendations were made:  

5.3.1 There is need for deliberate effort by teachers to expose learners who are deaf to a 

variety of words and their synonyms as early as is possible in school by use of abstract and 

visual aids such as simple picture books for discussion .New words should be thoroughly 

practiced by signing and finger spelling   

5.3.2 Bilingual approach should be used for face to face lesson discussion and explanations of 

concepts but written work on the chalk board should be done in English. These way learners 

who are deaf will be able to make meaning of the lesson concepts.  
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5.3.3 Deliberate effort by should be made by teachers to expose learners to different forms of 

the tense for irregular verbs and use of continuous tense markers by use of Signed 

English(SE) and Signed Exact English (SEE). 

5.3.4 Deliberate effort should be made to expose learners to plural and singular markers in 

written English by use of SE and SEE.      

5.4 Suggestions for Further Study 

Based on the findings of the present study, the study suggested that further investigation be 

carried out on the following research topics 

i. Impact of written English grammar on KSL among learners who are deaf in primary 

school. 

ii. Impact of School going age on written English grammar among learners who are deaf. 

iii. Impact of social economic status of families of learners who are deaf on mastery of 

written English grammar in primary school  
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A   DOCUMENT ANALYSIS GUIDE 

I: Vocabulary rating 

Table 4: Error analysis in vocabulary among learners who are Deaf (n= 141)  

Competence in vocabulary f % 

VHL   

HL   

ML   

LL   

VLL   

TOTAL   

                                                        

Key 

VHL- Very high level: 0 to 3 errors in use of appropriate vocabulary 

HL-High level: 4 to 6 errors in use of appropriate vocabulary 

ML-Medium level: 7 to 9 errors in use of appropriate vocabulary 

LL-Low level:  10 to 12 errors in use of appropriate vocabulary 

VLL-Very low level: above 12 errors in use of appropriate vocabulary. 

f- Frequency   

%- percentage 

Source: Adapted from: Kenya National Examination Council English composition Marking 

Scheme (2011). 
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II:  Syntactical pattern in written English 

TABLE 6 

Syntax mode f % 

KSL   

English   

 

Abbreviations to be used:   

L1-Grammatically correct sentence structure in KSL 

 L2- Grammatically correct sentence structure in English 

Source –Adapted from: English for deaf students: Assessing and addressing learners‟ 

grammar development (Berrent 2001) 

III: Tense markers 

Table 8 

Competence in tense 

markers 

             f            % 

Present   

past   

continuous   

Participle/passive   
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IV:  Singular and Plural Markers 

Table 10 

mode Plural f (%) Singular f(%) 

KSL   

English   

Indefinite   
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APPENDIX B: Questionnaire for Teachers for English 

Kindly respond to all the questions in this questionnaire. Information given will be treated 

with utmost confidentiality and will be strictly used for the purpose of this Research only. 

There is no wrong answer since your opinion matter. 

Using the scale provided below; tick in the table below the response that best represent your 

opinion. 

SA –Strongly Agree        A-Agree      U-Undecided          D-Disagree     SD-Strongly 

Disagree 

Statement SA A U D SD 

 In composition writing, vocabulary used by learners who 

are deaf mainly contain Randomly written words that are 

difficult to make sense.  

 

     

In composition writing, vocabulary used by learners who 

are deaf  mostly contain some  English vocabulary  

repeatedly used  

     

In composition writing, vocabulary used by learners who 

are deaf mostly has fairly broad vocabulary in English used 

in context. 

     

In composition writing the vocabulary used by learners 

who are deaf mostly contain very broad and varied 

vocabulary in English which is correctly  used 

. 
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From your experience as a teacher for English for learners who are deaf, how would you rate 

mastery of different forms of tenses as marked by learners who are deaf?  

Tense form Opinion SA A U D SD 

Present tense: e.g. eat 

 

 

 

 

Easily mastered        

     

                     

Challenging      

     

                    

Very challenging 

     

Habitual: e.g.   Tom eats /  

They eat always  

 

 

 

 

Easily mastered 

     

                            

Challenging      

     

                    

Very challenging 

     

Continuous: e.g. eating 

 

 

 

 

Easily mastered          

     

challenging                   

                         

Very challenging 

     

Simple past: e.g. ate,   

Easily mastered         

     

                    

Challenging              

     

            

Very challenging 

 

     

Perfect/passive forms:  

e.g. It has eaten, It was  

eaten 

 

 

 

 

Easily mastered   

     

                          

Challenging      

     

                  

Very challenging 

     

  

Respond to the following statements by indicating the code in the space within the brackets 

with the answer that best represents your opinion. Choose from the alternatives below: 

A-Strongly agree                B-Agree                C-Undecided             D-Disagree       E-

Strongly disagree 
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(12)   The way learners who are deaf sign or mark singular and plural in KSL word order, 

they tend to write the same word order for written English. (................) 

(13)    KSL has limited word signs for plural form. Example; CHILD/CHILD or CHILD 

MANY to mean Children. This affects how learners who are deaf write plurals in 

written English for nouns such as the example given above (..............)  

(14)   Learners who are deaf who sign competently singular or plural in KSL often make 

mistakes in expressing the same concept appropriately in grammatically acceptable 

written English. (..............) 

(15)      How would you rate the type of errors commonly committed by learners who are deaf 

when marking singular/plural in written English? Kindly use the rating codes given 

to fill the table below.  

Error Opinion SA U A     

 

D SD 

Reduplication of noun such as Cat 

Cat 

Very common       

 Not common      

 No consistency  

     

Omission of plural markers such as -

es 

Very common       

 Not common      

 No consistency  

     

Both the above Very common       

 Not common      

 No consistency  

     

Use of quantifiers such as:  man two 

or man many 

Very common       

 Not common      
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  No consistency  

Others(please specify) Very common       

 Not common      

 No consistency  

     

 Very common       

 Not common      

 No consistency  

     

 Very common       

 Not common      

 No consistency  

     

 Very common       

 Not common      

 No consistency  

     

      

 Thank you for taking time to respond to this questionnaire.    
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APPENDIX C EXCERPT 11 
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APPENDIX D: MAP OF NAKURU REGION 

 

Source: Counties of Kenya 
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